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SYNOPSIS: A review of the current design practice in Brazil is presented. It is based on a survey
conducted among leading consulting firms locally based. The results are discussed and future
developments are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

This report focus the current design practice
of underground _structures in Brazil and it
attempts to identify needs and trends withinthis area. `

Two types of underground structures are
analysed.'Firstly tunnels proper, in which the
supporting elements are installed as the
heading face is excavated and advanced.
Secondly,Vcut and cover structures, in whichthe walls are vertically cut and supported by
braced walls.

Herein the definition of "soft ground" by
Negro and Eisenstein (1991) is retained: it is
understood to -be any incompetent, soil-like
material, where' a tunnel or a vertical cut
through it, will require some form of virtually
continuous support to ensure the stability of
the excavation, thus avoiding excessive ground
deformations and potential disruption on
neighbouring structures, utilities and theenvironment. _ 1

Albeit conceived to reflect current design
practice in the country it indeed reflects the
practice in the most developed parts of Brazil,
mainly Sao Paulo. It is here where social
development frequently urges for solutions of
urban problems involving the underground space.

The placement of public utilities underground
by trenching is being gradually substituted by
tunnelling operations since the early
seventies. In fact, the use of cut-and-cover
techniques, with considerable disruption of
urban surface, is declining by virtue of its
substantial impact on the environment and of
its social economic consequences

Accordingly, over the last decade, most
subway lines .and sewers systems involved
tunnelling operations more frequently than cut
and-cover constructions. `

To survey the design practice of tunnels and
braced walls, two questionnaires were prepared
separately on these subjects. They were sent to
and replied by the most active practitioners
among leading design firms in the country. The
questions were set up following suggestions by
the General Reporters to this Conference,
Dr. R. J- Mair and Prof. N. Som, with minor
inclusions by the writers, based on similar
inquiry carried out earlier by Negro (1983) as

discussed by Negro and Eisenstein (1991). The
present survey was conducted in early 1993 and
it aimed the tunnelling design practice in the
year of 1992 and the braced wall design as it
stood. up between 19BB and 1992. The longer
period for the latter was demanded since fewer
projects involved out-and-cover constructions
in recent years.

The questionnaires included multiple choice
questions and asked also for short answers.
Respondents were invited to express their
predominant view by furnishing single answers
even in cases where more than one answer could
be expected. This simplified the analysis as
the results of the survey will tend to show the
most frequently adopted practice.
Questionnaires were sent and replied via
facsimile avoiding biased interpretations _of
personal interviews.

The brazilian design practice for tunnels and
braced wall does not follow any specific code
or standard, which are not available for these
subjects. Technical community usually follows
current unwritten practice of Sao Paulo Metro
Co., which, on the other hand, reflects design
attitudes of local leading consulting firms
whose opinions are uncovered by this inquiry.

2 som? GROUND TUNNELS

The questionnaire on design of soft ground
tunnels included 16 questions. It was sent to
the 8 local consulting firms that do routine
design of tunnels and were known to have been
intensely involved with the subject in the year
of 1992. Companies that perform tunnel design
on a sporadic basis were intentionally excluded
as to stablish a profile of non occasional
design practice. Questions were replied by 7
firms only and statistics shown refer to this
total number of respondents.

If the number of responses was greater than
the number of respondents (more then one answer
given per respondent), the statistics still
refer to the total number of respondents. In
this case, however, the total sum Of
frequencies is greater than 100%. All questions
made reference to the respondents practice
during the year of 1992.

Figure 1 to 3 furnish the background to the



answers supplied. Most of recent tunnels had
large opening size, with more than 4 m of
equivalent diameter D. This is, a slightly
distorted background as in 1992 not many sewer
tunnels (the most extensive and frequent
tunnelling type), typically with less than 2 m,
were designed. Prevalent ground conditions
corresponded to cohesive or poorly cohesive
soils (Figure 2) and, more frequently than not,
tunnels were driven with water level above or
at tunnel section (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Opening size of recent tunnels
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Figure 2. Ground conditions in recently driven
tunnels
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Figure 3. Positions of groundwater level

The construction procedure most frequently
used is the so called New Austrian Tunnelling
Method (NATM) with machine excavation in 57% of
the cases and hand excavation in 43%. Again,

this is not entirely a standard situation for
the lack of recent designs of sewer tunnels,
usually driven either with full face mechanized
shields or open face hand excavated shields. It
is important to note that only now (1993) small
size earth pressure balance machines are
becoming available and that slurry machines
have not been 'used. Also, only now advanced
micro tunnelling machines are being introduced
in the country.

Shotcrete was always used in the primary
lining. Though not surveyed, it is known that
wherever shotcrete is the primary support, the
secondary lining is usually an additional layer
of shotcrete. While the former is applied as a
dry-mix, the latter is increasingly being
applied as a wet mix.

The survey revealed that all respondents
perform some sort of assessment of tunnel
heading stability at design stage, an uncommon
practice within the community a decade 'ago_
Appropriately, this analysis is usually carried
out (43% of responses) using a lower bound
Plasticity solution (Figure 4). Semi-empirical
approaches (e.g.: Broms and Bennermark) are
preferred in 29% of cases. A large amount of
responses (28%) indicated potentially unsafe
approaches like upper bound and limit
equilibrium solutions.
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Figure 4. Most frequent procedures for
assessment of tunnel stability

Negro and Eisenstein (1991) proposed a
classification of methods for ground settlement
prediction. Figure 5 shows that empirical or
semi-empirical methods are those preferred by
most practitioners (57% of responses) to assess
settlements caused by tunnelling. These methods
are seconded by numerical procedures such as
the finite element method (29%), According to
an earlier survey (Negro and Eisentein, Op.
Cit.) the preference towards empirical
approaches seems to be associated to two
qualities attached by the respondents to those
methods: reliability and simplicity. Loss of
ground assumptions, required by semi-empirical
methods such as Peck-Schmidt, are made taking
into account many factors (see Figure 6).
Construction type or quality is recognized by
71% of responses as the most important factor
controlling magnitudes_ of ground losses,
followed by the type of ground (43%). In other
words, it appears that, provided the
construction method selected for a given ground
type is adequate, one believes that losses of
ground and settlement magnitudes are largely
controlled by the quality of the construction.



This is not a new concept as it was put forward
by Peck et al (1972) and further extended by
Negrg (1979). What is new is its broad
acceptance within the country. `' d t -ted th't the rimary liningThe survey e ec a P
is always designed assuming a reduced
overburden condition (Figure 7). Moreover, 75%
of the responses indicated that the secondary
lining is also designed for a reduced
overburden. It is knovm that reductions from
25% to 50% of in-situ stresses are commonly
made in Sao Paulo and are known to be safe
(Negro et al 1992). What is not known is
whether these answers would change if other- ' th d e focused as itconstruction me o s wer ,
happened in an earlier international survey
(see Negro and Eisenstein, 1991). 1
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Figure 5h Methods for estimating ground
settlements
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Figure 6. Factors controlling loss of ground
used in empirical methods
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Figure 7. Ground load assumptions in lining
design

Figure 8 reveals how ground loads are
reduced: the majority of responses indicated
that this is done` through numerical or
numerically derived procedures _ A frequent lyuoted eth d 's th t b N 19q m o 1 a y egro ( BB),
presented also by Eisenstein and Negro (1990),g .
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Figure B. Procedures for estimating ground loadreduction `
This preference is seconded by Terzaghi's

arching theory. Figure 9, shows the choice of
statical systems used for assessment of lining
_loads, as classified by Negro and Eisenstein
(1991). Contrary to an international trend that
shows it as the least used model (Negro and
Eisenstein, Op. Cit.), the finite element
method is the most frequently adopted procedure
to calculate lining loads in Brazil (43% of
respondents). It is followed (29%) by ring-and
spring numerical models. Analytical ring-and
plate solutions are less frequently used (l4%).
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Figure 9. Design methods for lining loads
calculations

The majority of respondents (86%) declared
that they usually make distinct design
assumptions for the primary and for the
secondary linings (shotcrete in both cases in
this survey, as indicated before). Distinction
usually refers to (Figure 10) groundwater loads
(43% of responses) either higher on the
secondary or neglected in the primary lining.
Secondary lining is also designed with equal
frequency (29%) to withstand exceptional
external loadingp conditions, to cope with
ground properties decay and to provide an
additional factor of safety to the supportste Th h t d it i ksy m. oug no surveye , s a nown
practice in Brazil to take the primary lining



into account when designing the secondary
support.
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Figure 10. Additional assumptions for secondary
lining design

The elastic modulus of the ground is claimed
by 70% of responses to be the principal soil
parameter required by the design_ methods
discussed above. The remaining 30% _indicated
ground strength as the most important property.
Surprisingly no response indicated the in-situ
stress ratio as a relevant parameter. Figure 11
shows the methods used to assess those ground
properties. Back analysis of actual tunnel
performance is a common procedure to estimate
ground properties (43% of responses). It mayo
furnish input data for current or future
projects depending if allowance is made for
design changes during construction.
Correlations of parameters with SPT blow counts
are as frequently used as back analysis. Plate
bearing test is the only in situ testing quoted
»in the survey. Laboraty testing is one of the
least used approaches for measurement of ground
properties.
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Figure 11. Methods used to assess ground
properties

Local experience in field investigation' is
largely based on borehole logging from surface,
with SPT. blow counting. That is why
correlations with the number of blow counts are
often used. This is sometimes supplemented by
grain size analysis and Atterberg limits tests
in,` tipically, one sample per borehole. In
Tertiary sediments it is common to drill one
borehole for each 25 to 50 m of tunnel. Subway
tunnels in these soils consume 0,5 to 1 m of
borehole sounding per metre of tunnel. Tunnels
in Quaternary deposits require one hole for
each 10 to 25 m of tunnel. Sewer tunnels in

these deposits consume 1 to 2,5 m of borehole
sounding per metre of tunnel. The figures
provided above were gathered from a variety_of
projects in Sao Paulo that were analysed: by
Negro et al, 1992. This amount of investigation
seems to provide enough data for design.
Probing ahead during tunnelling is not a common
practice in soft ground tunnelling as it is in
rock tunnelling with high overburden.

It is a common practice in Brazil to monitor
tunnelling performance. Indeed, all respondents
declared that in all projects they wereinvolved in 1992, there were field
instrumentation programs going on. Figure 12
indicate the types of measurements or
instruments that were more frequently used in
recent projects. Surface monuments and
convergence measurements were used in all
cases. These were followed by neighbouring
structures levelling and deep settlement points
to monitor settlements close to tunnel crown
(86% of reponses).
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Figure 12. Field instrumentation in recent
projects

Field monitoring is basically limited to
short-term observations (2-3 month after tunnel
drivage is completed). No long-term monitoring
program has been undertaken so far to
investigate performance of tunnel during its
operational life.

3 BRACED WALLS

Similarly to the tunnels in soft ground, the
current routine practice on the design of
braced walls was investigated through a survey
among ten leading consulting firms. Each
company replied a questionaire with 13
questions. The survey was prepared and
conducted following the some guidelines as for
the tunnel inquiry. As explained, it covered
the current practice as it stood over the last
half decade. Practitioners were asked to
express through single answers their most



frequently adopted design attitude or
procedure.

Most frequently, the depth of excavation of
braced walls laid between 5 a 15 m (70% of
cases - see Figure 13). The ground types
usually met were either cohesive (60%) or

cohesive (40%). As (for the tunnelpoorly y
survey, cohesionless soils were absent (see
Figure 14). Moreover, it was found that in 90%
of the cases the bottom of _excavation was laid
below groundwater level and therefore drainage
was a matter of concern. Accordingly, the
survey detected that groundwater was controlled
in 30% of cases through dewatering wells, that
vacuum well points were used in 30% of cases
and other drainage processes were applied in
30% of the cases- No ground water, control was
performed in 10% of the cases.

that, although the use of bored piles with
shotcrete between them was only recently
introduced in the country, its application is
steadly increasing, reaching 20% of the cases.
The diameter of these concrete piles ranged
from 0.8 to 1.6 m, with distances centre to
centre of 2 to 4-5 m. The survey did not
disclose any use of sheet piling walls in the
country in the period.
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Figure 13. Depth of braced excavations
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Figure 14. Ground conditions

Conventional type of construction, with
struts or anchoring support in an almost even
participation, was adopted in 70% of the cases
(Figure 15). Wherever struts were applied, a
horizontal spacing between 2-5 and 5 m was
used, for vertical spacing from I3 to B m. When
anchors were used, the horizontal spacing was
between- 2 and 3 m and the vertical was I3 to
7 m.

Figure 16 shows the types of retaining walls
that were used. The spacing between steel piles
ranged from 1 to 2.5 m and the thickness of
diaphragm walls varied between 0.3 and 0.8 m.
These two types of walls covered 80% of cases
in equal proportion. It is interesting to note
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Figure 15. Types of construction
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Figure 16. Types of retaining walls

Figure 17 shows the design procedures used
for braced walls. The majority of respondents
(70%) adopts semi-empirical approaches, where
the wall is approximated by a continuous beam
with rigid supports. The ground loads are
defined by Terzaghi-Peck's empirical criteria.
The use of spring models was introduced in the
early seventies and did not become popular so
far: it is used in only 20% of the cases.
Surprisingly, and in opposition to the tunnel
practice, the finite element method is not
applied to braced wall routine design.¢ -»
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Figure 17. Design procedures for braced walls



With respect to the relevant ground
parameters for wall design, practitioners using
semi-empirical approaches consider ground
strength. parameters the most important ones.
Those favouring spring numerical models
consider the ground elastic modulus or the
subgrade soil reactions the most relevant
parameters. The survey indiCated- that ground
strength is usually estimated from correlations
with SPT blow count number, from former
experience and from available literature. On
the other hand, ground deformation parameters
are assessed by either in situ or laboratorytesting- 1

The survey showed also that ground movements
associated to the excavation are estimated in
design stage, wherever buildings or publicutilities are close the construction site.
Figure 18 furnishes the methods used for
settlement prediction. Empirical or semi
empirical procedures such as Peck's are used in
70% of the cases. In 10% of cases no estimate
of settlement is performed.
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Figure 18. Methods for settlement prediction

Field monitoring is used for construction
control ‘but less than it is for tunnelling.
This emerges when one compares Figure 19 and
12. Precise_ levelling is the preferred
technique for 'settlement measurement of
neighbouring structures or of_ the groundsurface . '
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Figure 19. Field instrumentation in braced
excavations

4 DISCUSSION

The survey on tunnel design disclosed some
aspects of local practice that are worth
discussing. The widespread usage of shotcrete
for both primary and secondary linings raises
the question on how to perform their design.
Should it be considered as a single support
element with added design loads? Or should it
be considered as a twin support layer with
individually defined loads?- To answer these
questions, one feels the need of medium and
long-term observations of lining performances
and the need to clarify the role of shotcrete
shrinkage on this performance.

It seems inadequate the sole use of 'upper
bound and limit equilibrium solutions for
tunnel stability analyses as preferred by some
practitioners. In theory, these procedures
furnishes unsafe estimates of the safety factor
and its use should. be supplemented. by lower
bound. solutions as to bracket actual safety.
The undue preference seems to be related to the
amenable nature of the former solutions, not
dissimilar to traditional slope stabilityapproaches. _

The survey showed that while the finite
element method is preferred for lining design,
empirical or semi-empirical approaches are
favoured for 'settlement predictions. This
result is somewhat conflicting since the former
method allows coupled prediction of lining
loads and ground movements and therefore could
suffice. A possible explanation could 'be the
known fact that finite element analyses,
regardless the constitutive law used, tend to
underestimate ground distortions.

Though "Construction Quality" is accepted as
a controlling factor of ground losses, it is a
difficult variable to assess. One recognize
that type of construction or construction
quality is directly related to factor of
safety. This in turn is associated to ground
displacements (see Negro and Eisenstein, 1991).
Perhaps construction quality could be defined
in a more descriptive and quantitative terms,
and then related do safety factor, which in
turn could be associated to ground losses, in a
more objective way.

The use of Terzaghi‘s arching theory to
estimate in situ stress reduction by some,
coupled with ring-and-spring or finite element
models is somewhat inconsistent, as discussed
by Negro and Eisenstein (1991) (limit state
condition combined with elastic modelling). The
international survey these authors discussed
(data from 1981) showed the finite element
method as the least used procedure for lining
design. In Brazil the reverse is true. The
reasons for this are not clear. It may simply
be related to the time span between the present
survey and the former, and the increased
availability of more involving analyses in
routine practice, noted in recent times. But it
may not be only this, as braced walls are
currently designed in the country without using
finite element at all.

The survey showed that practitioners have
little concern in estimating the in situ stress
ratio K for lining design, and that they stress
the importance of deformation or strength
properties. It is known that K does affect
lining forces and moments. One thus suspects
that this attitude may reflect more skepticism
towards measuring in situ stress ratio than



anything else. On the other hand, the frequent
reference to back analysis as source of ground
parameters raises the question on why the
stress ratio is not also back analysed from
field measurements? The survey showed also that
in situ or laboratory testing is not a common
practice for tunnel design. This may indicate a
believe that brazilian tropical soils are not
amenable to simple treatments of test results,
which tend to render appreciable (and possibly
real) scatter of data- A bulk or macro
parameter obtained from back analysis seems to
be preferred, being simpler to use and possiblemore convincing- _

The intensive use of field monitoring in
tunnelling is a sound common practice in
Brazil. If its relevance for construction
control is unquestioned, its importance for
long-term performance observations are not
fully' appreciated. There is a clear need of
long term field data to support current lining
design practice.

The survey of braced wall excavations
revealed ground conditions similar to that of
the tunnelling 'survey. It showed that the
traditional H piles and wooden lagging walls
are being replaced by slurry walls (introduced
in the early seventies) and more recently by
bored piles and shotcrete (this one at faster
replacement rate), see Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Bored piles and shotcrete wall

Design procedures for braced walls were found
to be lagging behind recent developments of
geotechnical engineering and numerical
modelling of structures and soils. Current
practice retains old methods and criteria that
can only be explained by decades of reliableuse and calibration. Neverthless, it is
interesting to note that many practitioners
perform both tunnels and walls design and when
designing the formers they tend to use more up
to-date techniques.

The same conditions are found regarding
procedures for ground movement estimates.
Numerical estimates are carried using
simplified approximations associated to
horizontal displacements, calculated through
spring models. Two dimensional continuum models
are not routinely used as they should whenever
safety or risk of damage in neighbouring
structures are a matter of concern. More than
vertical settlements, horizontal displacements
are relevant to induced damage, and they can be
assessed by continuum models only.

5 CONCLUDING COMMENTS

It looks like that the semi-empirical
procedures for braced. walls design will be
substituted by numerical spring models. One of
thenn is that presented. by Leite and Stucchi
(1989) in which ground load both in magnitude
and distribution is made compatible to the
displacements calculated at beam-spring nodes.This model was tested in. a number of
instrumented sections with depth of cut between
15 and 19 m and cut width of 6 to 15 m, with
and without high buildings beside it. Good
correspondance between calculated and measured
performance was noted (e.g_ Leite et al, 1987).

The intense use of field monitoring allows
tunnel design feedback. The numerically derived
method by Negro (1988), summarized by
Eisenstein and Negro (1990) and further
discussed by Negro and Eisenstein (1991) allows
quick on site back analyses that facilitate
design improvements during construction. This
procedure has been sucessfully used in recent
projects in Brazil (e. g. Brasilia Metro).

When more detailed analyses are required both
for braced walls and tunnels, it appears that
finite difference techniques (FDT) will become
popular in near future, possibly replacing
finite element approaches (FEM). A reason for
this trend is the ability of those techniques
to better portray large deformation conditions,
without numerical instabilities. An example of
a finite difference code is FLAC (see Hart and
Cundall, 1992) which it already routinely used
by some consulting firms in the country. It is
interesting to note that while FEM tends do
underestimate ground distortions, FDT may tend
to overestimate them. In fact, it is not
unfrequent to observe fictitious ground
bifurcation and instability development,
induced by geometric singularities of refined
FDT meshes.

Confidence with new design techniques is
gained only by favourable confrontation between
predictions and measurements. This is why it is
of paramount importance to collate data from
case histories as shown by Negro et al (1992),
for tunnels in Sao Paulo. These sets of
information, despite being useful for .past
experience reviews, are extremely 'useful- for
type C predictions and for numerical modelling
calibration. Urgently needed are long-term data
of tunnel performances, specially of lining
behaviour.

Available numerical models for design of
braced walls and tunnels can tackle non
linearities of the ground with reasonable
efficiency. Ground stiffness degradation can
therefore be reasonably portrayed by the most
advanced modelling techniques. If this is so,
there is a need to properly characterize in
situ deformation properties, at the small
strain range, the starting point of the
simulation process. It appears that sismic
profiling (cross hole) is a good and cheap way
to assess those properties at design stage.
Back analyses of observed performances will
close the cycle of ground investigations at a
later stage.
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